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ABSTRACT 
Performance of multilayered optoelectronic devices is strongly dependent upon accurate 

energy band structure at the interfaces. The presence of trap centers and other defects is a common 

feature of these types of multilayered devices which limits the performance due to recombinations of 

charge carriers. The organic material 3,5-Bis(4-tert-butylphenyl)-4-phenyl-4H-1,2,4-triazole 

(abbreviated as BBPT) is studied to determine trap energy levels to best judge its energy band 

structure in multilayered devices. Temperature dependent admittance spectroscopy is used to 

characterize ITO/3,5-Bis(4-tert-butylphenyl)-4-phenyl-4H-1,2,4-triazole/Al device configuration to 

determine the trap energy levels. It is further confirmed by estimating the Urbach’s energy from UV-

Visible absorption spectroscopy of the BBPT thin film. Estimation of trap centers will be beneficial 

for use of BBPT as a carrier transport layer in optoelectronic devices. 
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INTRODUCTION    
Multilayered Optoelectronic devices such as Organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) and 

Organic Photovoltaic cells (OPVCs) have attracted much attention since last two decades, to meet 

with the increasing energy demand at low cost1-4. The uninterrupted flow of charge carriers between 

cathode and anode can be achieved by minimizing the interface barrier, which can enhance the 

performance of these devices. It can be achieved by insertion of carrier transport layers such as 

electron transport layer (ETL) and hole transport layer (HTL) in between the emissive/absorbing 

layer and electrodes3,5. The technology and efficiency of these devices is matured to such an extent 

by the introduction of carrier transport layers, that these optoelectronic devices are now being used 

commercially at a large scale to fabricate flat panel displays and solar panels6. 

In this communication, the material under investigation 3,5-Bis(4-tert-butylphenyl)-4-phenyl-

4H-1,2,4-triazole (abbreviated as BBPT)is a transparent, conducting material with high band gap and 

amorphous morphology in thin film configuration.These are ideal characteristics for a material to be 

used as a carrier transport layer in optoelectronic devices5. However, for its possible use as an 

electron transporting material in optoelectronic devices, it is required to understand its accurate 

energy band formation with electrodes by determining the trap energy levels and other defects at the 

interfaces.It is because the performance of these devices is strongly dependent upon interface 

recombinations of charge carriers at trap energy levels and other structural defects. These trap levels 

or defects are commonly present in large area amorphous morphology of thin films in the 

multilayered structure7. 

Various techniques like  deep -level transient spectroscopy (DLTS)8, photoconductivity 

(PC)9, modulated photocurrent (MPC)10, time of flight (TOF)11etc. have been used to identify these 

defect distributions.However, temperature dependent admittance spectroscopy is a simple and highly 

accurate technique to determine recombination parameters for a trap energy state7,12-15. To find the 

trap energy levels in BBPT an ITO/BBPT/Al device is fabricated and characterized for temperature 

dependent admittance spectroscopy.  

 

EXPERIMENTAL 
The compound 3,5-Bis(4-tert-butylphenyl)-4-phenyl-4H-1,2,4-triazole (BBPT) is purchased 

from Sigma Aldrich Corporation.Thin film of BBPT is deposited on chemically and ultrasonically 

cleaned ITO substrate by thermal evaporation using Hind High Vacuum 12A4D vacuum coating 

unit, followed by deposition of Al to fabricate ITO/BBPT/Al device. Evaporation of the materials is 

done at base pressure of 2×10-5Torr using a tungsten boat by keeping the evaporation rate constant at 
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9 Å/s. BBPT film is also deposited on quartz substrate by following the similar procedure. Surface 

morphology of thin film deposited on ITO substrate is studied using atomic force microscope (AFM) 

(Nanosurf easyscan2, Switzerland) in tapping mode by scanning an area of 4.92µm × 4.92µm. UV–

visible spectrum of film was studied using Shimadzu Spectrophotometer UV 2450. The 

ITO/BBPT/Al device is characterized for temperature dependent admittance spectroscopy and other 

frequency dependent characteristics using HIOKI 3522 and 3532 LCR hightester. 

  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Surface morphology is an important parameter to determine the quality of thin film of an 

organic material.Figure 1, shows AFM image of BBPT thin film deposited on ITO substrate by 

thermal evaporation. 

 
Figure 1AFM image of BBPT thin film prepared on ITO substrate 

 

Uniform and crack-free growth of film is confirmed with observed root mean squared (RMS) 

surface roughness of 17 nm. Small size grains having average base width of 180 nm are observed to 

form randomly distributed chains with length 3-4 µm. the long chains will be beneficial for charge 

transport. This study reveals a fine growth of thin film over ITO substrate.  

The ac Conductance (G) and Capacitance (C) of the ITO/BBPT/Al device are measured in the 

temperature range 80K to 350 K and frequency range from 500Hz to 4 kHz. Variation of ac 

conductance and capacitance with temperature for various frequencies is shown in figure 2, and 

figure 3, respectively.  
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Figure 2: Variation of ac conductance with temperature for various frequencies 

 

It is observed that ac conductance increases with increase in temperature at a fixed frequency, 

reaches a maximum and then decreases with increase in temperature. This variation is in accordance 

with the theory of conductance and capacitance of a metal/semiconductor Shottky barrier in the 

presence of trap levels12-21.The variation of ac conductance with respect to various parameters is 

governed by the equation: 

    (1) 

Where ω = Angular frequency of applied ac signal, en is the emission rate of trap,  n is free 

electron concentration in bulk, NtandN+ are trap density and fixed-charge densityin depletion region 

respectively, A isarea of the device, VDis barrierheight, VRis reverse bias voltage and ϵ is the 

permittivity of the material. 

The emission rate en is a function of temperature, which is expressed as15-16:      

(2) 

Here, Vth is the thermal velocity of the carrier, Cn= σnVth is the capture coefficient, σnis the 

capture cross section, Et is the trap energy level below the conduction band edge and  Nc is the 

density of states in conduction band. The above expression shows that emission rate en is dependent 

upon temperature and hence the ac conductance. At a temperature (Tp) where emission rate of trap 

level equates the angular frequency (ω) of applied ac signal, the conductance reaches its maximum 

value. This peak in the conductance vs temperature curve represents a trap level existing near the 
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conduction band of BBPT. It is observed that with increase in frequency of the applied signal, the 

peak in the G-T curve shifts towards higher temperature, which is obvious trend in the admittance 

spectroscopy15. 
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Figure 3: Variation of Capacitance of ITO/BBPT/Al device with temperature 

 

The study of Capacitance of ITO/BBPT/Al device with temperature shows that capacitance is 

strongly dependent on temperature. The variation of capacitance is goverened by the equation15-16: 

  (3) 

Corresponding to every peak in the conductance vs temperature curve studied at different 

frequencies, an inflection point is observed in each capacitance vs temperature curve of Figure 3. It is 

in close agreement with the theory of trap energy levels and confirms the presence of trap level in 

BBPT.  

From Equation (2), it is clear that when en = ω at temperature Tp (Temperature at which rate 

of emission from the trap energy level equates the angular frequency of the applied signal) a graph 

between natural logarithm of ω/Tp
2 vs 1000/Tp will be a straight line. Figure 4, shows similar results. 

The trap energy calculated from the slope of this graph is 0.707 eV.  
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Figure 4: Variation of ln(ω/Tp

2) vs 1000/Tp 

 

Presence of trap energy levels may further be confirmed by finding the Urbach’s energy. 

Urbach energy can be calculated from the Urbach tail which is an exponential part of the Optical 

absorption coefficient curve in the lower absorption edge. This exponential tail appears in disordered 

or amorphous materials due to presence of localized states extended in the band gap. In the optical 

region near the absorption edge, the absorption coefficient obeys an empirical relation known as 

Urbach’s rule22-25given by:  

           (4) 

Where α is the optical absorption coefficient of BBPT thin film, h is Planck’s constant, ν is 

the frequency of incident UV-Visible radiation and EU is the Urbach’senergy.The further 

investigation and confirmation of trap energy levels or energetic disorders, is studied using non-

transport method, i.e. UV-Visible absorption spectroscopy. Figure 5, shows the UV-Visible 

absorption spectrum of BBPT thin film Studied at room temperature in the wavelength range 200-

600 nm. 
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Figure 5: UV-Visible absorption spectrum of BBPT film prepared by thermal evaporation and Variation of ln(α) 

vs incident photon energy (hν) (inset) 

 

Strong absorption peak is observed in the UV region from 290 nm to 330 nm with maximum 

absorption at 297 nm which shows that it is transparent for visible light, which make it suitable 

material to be used as a carrier transport layer in optoelectronic devices.Figure 5 (inset),shows the 

variation of ln(α) vs incident photon energy (hν). Urbach’s energy EU is calculated from inverse of 

the slope of graph between ln(α) and incident photon energy (hν) which is found to be 0.689 eV. 

This value of Urbach’s energy is in close agreement with Trap energy levels calculated from 

admittance spectroscopy. These results confirm the existence of trap levels near the conduction band 

edge of BBPT.  

 

CONCLUSION 
Organic material  3,5- Bis(4-tert-butylphenyl)-4-phenyl-4H-1,2,4-triazole (BBPT) is studied 

for temperature dependent admittance  spectroscopy in ITO/BBPT/Al configuration to determine 

trap energy levels. A peak in the plot of conductance vs. temperature is observed at a temperature 

(Tp) where emission rate of trap level equates the angular frequency (ω) of applied ac signal. 

Corresponding to every peak in the conductance vs. temperature plot an inflexion point is observed 

in capacitance vs. temperature plot of ITO/BBPT/Al device. These results are in good correlation 

with theory of trap energy levels and confirm the presence of trap level in BBPT. For better 

understanding of energy band structure at the junction of BBPT with any suitable material for an 

optoelectronic device, the trap energy (0.707 eV) is calculated which is further confirmed by finding 

the Urbach’s energy from optical absorption coefficient curve in the lower absorption edge. The 
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knowledge of trap energy level will be a key factor to find best suitable materials to fabricate an 

efficient multilayered optoelectronic device using BBPT as a carrier transport layer.  
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